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Weight of Memory
This history began in Perm long before October 22, 2005 when the ‘Murchison Stone’ appeared. The
upcoming birthday of the geologist who named four periods (among 12!) in a geologic time scale
remains a fascinating legend.
In 1841 Perm hosted a geological expedition headed by Murchison accompanied by Edouard de
Verneuil, the French paleontologist. The summer was hot, difficult for geologists. But researchers
were surprised: ‘There is nothing impossible for people living in Perm region! In a night the bridge is
built! If there is no water in the river, it appears from ‘somewhere’ in the morning! The favourite
word of the Permians is ‘possible’, ‘could’!’ Upon returning from that expedition Sir Roderick Impey
Murchison suggested naming one of the geological periods in honour of Perm.
Legend? Probably. But in a scale of Earth history this is the only period established after the name of
an existing city nowadays. And this period is ‘Permian’!
So, it was in 2005 when teachers and students of the Alexander Pushkin School with advanced study
of Physics and Mathematics, carried out social polls in the streets of Perm. "Do you know anything
about the Permian Period? " - they asked citizens of Perm. "Sure, we know! " - many people
answered. "And who gave the name to this period? " Only 3% of respondents knew about Murchison.
We reflected: "It is necessary to immortalize the name of the person who has given the native name
"Perm" to all languages!"
The community school initiative
"Murchison to Perm, Perm to
Murchison" began. We fought for a
grant and victory brought £400. We
chose a stone for a memorable sign.
But we didn’t have enough money.
How to earn more? We arranged fair
trade and sold handmade items,
collected waste paper. And now there
is a stone next to the school: dark
green with streaks of black and
pinkish and cream colour. The
geologists gasped: “How did you
guess? Serpentine was a gemstone of
Murchison’s expedition! He
constantly met it going over the Ural
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Mountains five times.”
To tell the truth, we didn't know about it. We simply liked the stone. And we had a great desire to
write on it ‘With gratitude to Sir Roderick Impey Murchison, the Scottish geologist, the researcher of
Perm Krai who called the last period of the Palaeozoic Era ‘Permian’ in honour of the city Perm’.
‘Eight tons of memory’ – people say about this stone in Perm. Within a year 11.2% of people in the
streets of Perm knew about Murchison. Now in 2013 there are many more.
This is only the beginning of the story devoted to the grateful memory of Permians.
Nataliya Kurdina
This article is from the Head of the Alexander Pushkin School (no. 9) on Komsomolsky Avenue in
Perm. The photo was supplied by Vladimir Krasnov (of RAGA). See also the internet site:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roderick_Murchison where more background information is available.
Ed

Saxophone in Perm
Oxford is twinned with the Russian city, Perm; Perm was organising an event to mark its 290th
birthday and had invited Oxford to send representatives. The Oxford twinning committee appeared to
receive little or no help, financial or otherwise, from the city council, and consequently was struggling
to find participants in a position to accept the invitation and fund their own international travel and
visa costs. The final delegation was small – sculptress/ceramicist Diana Bell, photographer Simon
Murison-Bowie and myself … the “Oxford 3”. Diana was working on her ‘Big Book’ project, Simon
was invited to exhibit a series of photos and I was going to play a bit of music.
We left England late on Monday, 16 September, and arrived at midday the following day.
That same evening we were taken to a performance of the “Evgeniy Panfilov Ballet” – an
experimental modern dance company established in 1991. The show was very enjoyable, mostly disco
dancing with very loud amplified music and a fair degree of gender bending. Very entertaining was the
“Ballet of the Fat”, a young version of the Rolly Pollies.
On Wednesday morning we were taken to meet the Mayor of Perm, Igor Sapko, followed by a press
conference in ‘Gribushin’s House’. I tootled a few tarogato notes to represent the Oxford 3. In the
evening at the Soldatov Palace of Culture was an opening ‘Come Together’ concert with short
appearances by French pianists Henri Torgue and Marc Fel, Mexican guitar/vocalist Cris Lobo, pianist
Maurizio Mastrini from Italy, myself and bluegrass music by John Hawkins from Kentucky.
On Thursday we visited Kungur, a small town which is close to the border with Asia and for 350
years has been an major trading outpost – tea being a most important commodity, commemorated by
public samovar artwork. The classic railway station was built years before the railway came, in an
attempt to ensure that the Trans Siberian Railway passed through Kungur and did not take one of the
alternative routes.
There were many activities during the week of the festival, most of which I could not get round to
visiting – including the photographic exhibition which everyone said was a great success. However,
each day I found time to pop round the corner to the supermarket for beer and vodka. 3 bottles of
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beer (Russian and Czech) plus a
small bottle of vodka totalled
about £5.
On Saturday morning I was
taken to the ‘European Club’
which turned out to be a school.
Saturday is a normal school day
in Perm so it was full of kids
rushing about. Paul & Ched, fire
jugglers from Kentucky, were
there; the kids enjoyed the fire
being thrown about. We had a
tour of the school followed by a
performance by some of the
pupils .. and a delicious Russian
Tea.
My main concert – 30 minutes solo – was in the Organ Hall,
a beautiful venue, the home of the Perm Philharmonic
Society. The acoustics were marvellous, I played without
amplification. After the sound check one of my interpreters
told me I should play 15 minutes and play some ‘catchy
tunes’. I told him to get stuffed, that it was none of his
business what I played and that I had already promised to
play 30 minutes. He went on to ask me if I was involved in
any political activities and what were my political views. I
gave him another similarly concise reply.
The farewell supper was a real success – held in a Cuban
style venue called the Salsa Club. All the hosts, guests and
helpers were there; the food was excellent, Caribbean style,
spicy and it just kept coming, the vodka (and anything else
you wanted) appeared to be endless and the music (or was
it the vodka?) had everyone dancing. Thanks Perm.
George Haslam
The author is a saxophonist of international renown who
lives in Abingdon. This account is taken from his blog of
his visit to Perm with thanks to Karen Hewitt. Ed

Membership Notices
If you are not at present receiving emails from the association and you have an email address please
email the Membership Secretary Daniel Scharf at: pause.forthought@googlemail.com
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Newsletter articles, book reviews, letters are always welcome. The submission deadline for the
winter issue is 15th January but it greatly assists planning if you let the editor know as soon as
possible if you plan to submit an item or to discuss an idea you may have. Also we welcome any
suggestions regarding the web site: www.oxfordperm-assoc.org For both newsletter and web site
contact David Roulston: djrouls@btinternet.com.

Oxford Perm Association contact details
Position
Name
telephone no.
Chairman
Karen Hewitt
01865 515635
Secretary
Mari Prichard
07768 908341
Treasurer
Sue Gregory
01865 722987
Newsletter & web site David Roulston 01865 841641
Membership
Daniel Scharf
01235 531107
Events coordinator
Rosalyn Roulston 01865 841641
Ox. Intnl. Links Rep Robin Carr
01865 863 899
Oxford City Twinning Rachel Capell
01865 252537

Email address
karen.hewitt@conted.ox.ac.uk
mari.prichard@hcarpenter.co.uk
sue@pear-tree-farm.co.uk
djrouls@btinternet.com
pause.forthought@googlemail.com
r.roulston@btinternet.com
rcarr7m@aol.com
rcapell@oxford.gov.uk

Recent Oxford Perm Association Events and News
Links with schools in the Perm Region
Members of the Perm Association have contributed funds to support a special link between two
schools in Chusovoy, a deprived industrial town about 90 miles east of Perm. School 5 and School 15
have a remarkable relationship. School 15 is a specialist school for children with learning difficulties
and other disabilities. The students of School 5, a sixth-form comprehensive, arrange regular
activities with them and organise excursions and sports days for the two schools. This September a
group from Oxford spent several hours with pupils of both schools.
School 8 in Perm
The Headmistress of School 8, Irina Petrova, has played a leading part in creating a CD of pupils from
Perm Schools reading their own Russian translations of extracts from the book “The Last Tsar”
(Grand Duke Michael II) by Donald Crawford. Irina has sent us the CD from which we learn of the
passion, dedication and integrity with which the pupils have addressed this fascinating subject.
17th July Garden Party
The Association was particularly blessed by the weather for this year’s Garden Party. Among the
members was Councillor Colin Cook who, together with Councillor Mary Clarkson, went to Perm for
the June 12th celebrations of Perm City Day. During their time in Perm they visited School 8 (see the
previous item).
Perm City Twinning Newsletter
Perm has its own twinning newsletter, “Pobratimy” and in the June 2013 issue there is an interview
with Karen Hewitt. Karen discusses some of her experiences and also her changing impressions of the
city. She particularly welcomes the appearance of cycle paths and trams that allow disabled access.
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Perm Twins’ Festival, 17-22nd September
The Perm “Twin Cities” Festival ran from 17-22nd September. The ceramicist, Diana Bell, the
photographer, Simon Murison-Bowie and the saxophonist, George Haslam, took part along with
many people from Perm’s other twin cities. (See the article by George about his experiences.)
Oxford Group in Perm, 9th to 24th September
The annual group from Oxford who spent two weeks in Perm as guests of the university had a
particularly active programme. On their visit to Chusovoy see the article by Dana Wentworth.
Robin Carr

Forthcoming Events

The Perm Association Party will be held on Wednesday, 13th November in the Acland Room at
Rewley House, Wellington Square, at 7.30. This is an opportunity to meet the Perm teachers and to
enjoy a lively evening with friendly people, most of whom know Perm. Wine and soft drinks will be
provided. We are very grateful for contributions of food - the kind of food that does not require
spoons and forks. If you are not sure what to bring please contact Rosalyn Roulston who is in charge
of refreshments (01865 841 641). Please also let Karen Hewitt know if you are coming so that we can
provided a suitable number of bottles and chairs. <karen.hewitt@conted.ox.ac.uk> or 01865-515635.

Every day is a BD"2*>48 (prazdnik) at Chusovoy School
In May’s “Perm News” readers will have noticed two articles – one by Karen Hewitt and another by a
16-year old student, Liza, describing the remarkable Chusovoy School No.5 and its link with School
No. 15. This September five of us from the Perm Association were lucky enough to be able to visit
this school. What an experience it was.
When we arrived at the school one of the first things we noticed was the colourful display in the
flowerbeds, planted and tended by the students themselves. This was only the beginning of the colour
which surrounded us on our all-too-short visit.
We were met by the teachers but quickly passed over to our welcoming committee of eager students
who proceeded to guide us around their school building. They were confident speaking English, and
wonderfully articulate, particularly considering (in common with other young English speakers we
met in Perm) they had never been to an English-speaking country.
We were shown the extensive facilities of the school including a room for driver training, a
hairdressing salon, a dance studio complete with huge mirrors and of course a “barre” for ballet, a
light-flooded art studio, gleaming kitchen, sewing room, and even a relaxation room with huge
cushions on the floor and twinkling lights.
One of the highlights was the view of their huge hall/theatre, gaily decorated for an upcoming “event”.
Then we went on to see a room full of fitness machines and their well-equipped gym. They explained
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how in winter they could venture out
skiing from the school grounds
themselves. We saw French, German
and English language classrooms (even
having a chat in French with some of
the students!) As we passed through
the corridors and visited classrooms we
enjoyed saying hello to the friendly
students. What a happy place - clear
evidence in one of the smiling group
photos shown with this article.
After our tour, we were treated to slide
presentations given by the students.
They spoke about the history of the
Perm region and Chusovoy’s own
ethnographic park. Then they went on
to tell about their close links with
School 15, the special needs school.
They told us of the more everyday
connections between the students and
pupils (those at school 5 all seem to
have particular partners at the special
school so they get the chance to build
individual relationships). Then there are
the special days. We saw slides of The
Father Frost Day when the students
from School 5 dress up in festive
costumes, some as Father Frost, and
take presents to the homes of the
School 15 pupils. There was the Day of
Friendship when a bus covered with
balloons brings the School 15 children
to School 5 and the children with their
older “partners” together bake cakes and
biscuits, make paper flowers, have their
hair done in the “hair salon”, do dancing
and games followed by a tea party to
enjoy all of the cakes they have made.
Another great day is the Paralympic
Games, held on 13 different
“playgrounds”, at each of which a
School 5 student explains the rules of
that particular activity “It is very
important to help disabled children”, our
young presenter told us, but as Liza said
in her May article these children also
“teach us to enjoy our lives”. We
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wanted to have more time to chat to the young presenters but soon had to rush back to the great hall
where this day’s festivities had already begun.
We took our seats among the School 15 pupils who were dressed in their best clothes for the
“prazdnik”. Up on the stage the School 5 students were putting on a musical play with the unlikely
theme of Traffic Safety. This proved to be a colourful and very creative explanation of traffic rules
complete with singing and dancing red, yellow and green “traffic lights”! (See photo) The children
were encouraged to sing along to the catchy tunes. We later learned that the School 5 students had
written the production themselves.
After this lively spectacle the children were taken by their School 5 partners – distinguished by their
bright yellow T-shirts - to a classroom where they participated in learning games such as a crossword
puzzle written on the blackboard with lots of traffic- safety vocabulary, again complete with
shouted-out answers and more songs. After the games there was a lot of “promenading” through the
hallways with the students leading their young charges by the hands showing a care and attention
which was truly touching.
At the door when the students came to say goodbye, I found myself searching for the Russian words
for “impressive” and “inspiring.” As a teacher myself (for over 40 years), teaching primary and middle
school when young and now at a university, I have spent a good part of my life in schools and
education. Therefore I feel qualified to say that School 5 was really a magical place. “Prazdnik” is a
Russian word which was used a lot that day but seems to have no exact equivalent in English. I used
to think of it as just meaning public holiday. However here it meant a special day for all of the young
people, but even more a celebration of the warmth, caring and understanding which make such a close
and lasting bond between two schools in a remote place. They have something to teach us all.
Dana Wentworth

My Perm – a sentimental journey: Diaghilev
My return to Perm this year, after two years since the last one, and sixteen of living in the UK, was, as
always, full of happy rendezvous with old friends and family, trips down memory lane and, above all,
discoveries of the new places in the city I used to know as the palm of my hand. Not all such
discoveries were always pleasant. The huge monstrosities of the modern towering buildings concealed
and spoilt many charming views, some monuments looked positively out of place, when others were
left to crumble; but the overwhelming impression I’d got from walking the streets of Perm, was that
of the growing, busy city, restoring its pride and looking for its place in history and in the world.
Therefore it was only fitting that I’ve decided to visit one of the places that puts Perm on the world’s
cultural map, the childhood home of Sergei Diaghilev, the founder of the legendary Ballets Russes.
Sergei Diaghilev was born in 1872 to a wealthy and cultured family. His father, Pavel Diaghilev, was a
cavalry colonel, but the family's wealth came mainly from vodka distilleries. There is one ancient
distillery still working in the centre of Perm, right around the corner from Diaghilevs’ house, I wonder
– might it have been one of theirs? The family lived in Perm but had an apartment in Saint Petersburg
and a country estate in Bikbarda (near Perm), living beyond their means for many years. As a result, in
1890, Sergei's parents went bankrupt, and from that time 18-yr-old Sergei (who had a small income
inherited from his mother who died in childbirth) had to support the family. After graduating from
Perm gymnasium the same year, he went to study law at St. Petersburg University, but ended up also
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taking classes at the St. Petersburg Conservatory of
Music, where he studied singing and music. Diaghilev
later became involved with the Maryinsky Theatre,
earning a reputation as a connoisseur of great works.
In 1909, Diaghilev founded the Ballets Russes, a
company that changed the face of the performance
world forever, went on to run for two decades, but
just as Diaghilev never returned to Perm, Ballets
Russes have never performed in Russia.
Diaghilev, who died in 1929 in Venice and was gay, a
cosmopolitan, a champion of "formalism," became a
Soviet nonperson, for decades being only known by
name to quite a tight circle of ballet-lovers. Only in
1987, two years into Gorbachev’s Perestroika the first
conference about Diaghilev took place in Perm.
Having heard a lot about the museum and the monument in his Diaghilev’s house, I’ve set off (with a
group of friends) to visit the place on the anniversary
of his death – 19 August.
The difficulty that we haven’t thought about was the
fact that both the monument and the museum are
located INSIDE the school building – Perm
Gymnasium #11 named after S.P.Diaghilev; and the
schools are all closed in Russia for the summer
holidays. In vain we were knocking on the handsome
doors. However, not giving up easily is the useful
personality trait that Russian character possesses: I
knocked on another door, and – lo and behold! – the
door was opened by a young security guard, who,
after a short and passionate explanation about our
reason for the visit, let us in with a shy smile.
The school is impressive. Following the corridors, one
can see how much work is put into its effort to bring
up the students well-rounded, educated, cultural and artistic individuals. The posters along the walls
show the variety of projects the school is involved with: from keeping in touch with distinguished
ballet dancers who had connections with Ballets Russes, to welcoming the officials and dignitaries
who visit the school in abundance – President Putin, Jane Pritchard, Curator of Dance at the V&A
and many others. One of the posters tells the story how Diaghilev’s monument was placed inside the
school building via the roof that had to be removed for the purpose!
Finally, in the big assembly room, we see the monument itself. Grand, proud and imposing, Sergei
Diaghilev is at his best, looking slightly above our heads, standing pertinently on the stage, not on the
pedestal. I remember his humble, slightly dilapidated grave in wet Venice, and I am glad that here, in
Perm, he is standing tall, grandiose, somewhat eccentric and magnificent, surrounded by music, art
and talented young people. I think he would have approved.
Julia Budnik
The author lives in Sussex and has been a member of the Oxford Perm Association for several years,
Ed
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